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Feedforward and Feedback Control Schemes to
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Abstract—In this paper, the models of active differential
mode electromagnetic interference input filters for ac–dc
converters are first investigated. The models are developed
for active filters with single feedback (FB) and single feed-
forward (FF) configurations, which include an active filter,
passive filters, and the noise model for a converter. To in-
crease the gain of the single active filter, the models for
FB–FF, FF–FB, parallel FB, and series feedback (SFB) con-
figurations are developed and investigated. Loop gains and
insertion gains for all of these configurations are derived
and compared. Stability has been analyzed based on the
loop gains and a compensation technique is introduced to
ensure stability. Based on the comparison among all these
control configurations, it has been found that the SFB con-
figuration can achieve the highest noise reduction. The loop
gains and insertion gains of an active filter prototype with
the SFB configuration are measured using a network an-
alyzer to validate the developed model and compensation
technique. Finally, spectrum measurements with a commer-
cial boost power factor correction ac–dc converter have
been conducted to verify the developed modeling and con-
trol techniques as well as the predicted performance for the
SFB configuration.

Index Terms—AC–DC converters, active filter, differential
mode (DM) noise, electromagnetic interference (EMI), feed-
back (FB), feedforward (FF).

I. INTRODUCTION

MODERN switching mode power converters generate
electromagnetic interference (EMI). With increased

power density, EMI issue is becoming severe day by day [1].
EMI filters are used to attenuate EMI and meet the different EMI
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standards. Passive filters constituting inductors and capacitors
are most commonly employed to solve EMI issues, but in case
of differential mode (DM) noise, the DM capacitors must have
enough voltage ratings and the DM inductors must carry full
load current and hence, the size of the passive DM filters can be
big.

Hybrid EMI filters, including a small passive filter and an
active filter, have been extensively investigated in the available
literature [1]–[18] to reduce the overall size of the EMI filter.
But, most of the literature deals with common mode (CM) noise
[1]–[16]. For DM noise, active filters have been investigated
mostly for dc–dc converters [17]–[20]. Few papers, such as
[21]–[24], [32], and [33], dealt with hybrid DM EMI filters in
ac–dc converters. But these papers have shown that implement-
ing active DM filters on ac side is very challenging compared
to CM active filters and DM active filters on dc side. Active
filters sense noise voltage or current and inject voltage or cur-
rent to cancel the noise. For DM active filter, while sensing the
DM noise, the DM power-line frequency voltage or current is
sensed along with DM EMI noise [21]–[24]. For CM active
filter, the CM noise sensing part cancels all the DM signals in-
cluding the power line frequency voltage/current and DM EMI
noise [1]. Hence, it can sense CM noise only [1]. For dc–dc
converters, the dc voltages or currents can be easily removed
from the sensed noise signal [17]–[20]. On the other hand, the
DM active filter on the ac side must have a high-order high-pass
filter (HPF) to reject the power-line frequency voltage or cur-
rent from the sensed DM signal as they are not supposed to be
canceled. However, it is very difficult for the DM active filter to
maintain a very low gain at the power-line frequency and a high
gain at the beginning of the concerned EMI frequency range,
in which the highest EMI is usually located, as there are only a
few decades distance between these frequencies. While trying
to maintain substantial midband gain as well as sufficiently low
gain at power-line frequencies, an unavoidable sharp gain rise is
required for the active filter before the midband. This introduces
stability issues [21] and is very difficult to solve. In [23] and
[33], a feedback (FB) active filter circuit has been developed to
reduce the DM EMI of ac–dc converters, but due to low gain
requirement at line frequency and the stability constraints at
both low and high frequencies, the single FB active filter cannot
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Fig. 1. (a) Boost PFC ac–dc converter with passive EMI filters. (b) DM EMI noise model with the Thevenin equivalent noise source, and (c) with
the Norton equivalent noise source.

achieve very high gain to greatly reduce DM noise. Until now,
for the single active DM EMI filters in ac–dc converters, de-
tailed mathematical modeling and hardware design techniques
to solve all the associated issues while achieving very high gains
are not found in the available literature. Hence, for the DM ac-
tive filters of ac–dc converters, different control configurations
and the modeling and design techniques need to be investigated
to increase the gain of the single FB DM active filters and this
work is not done in any previous literature.

In this paper, at first, at the noise source end, DM noise
model including an ac–dc converter and existing passive filter
components is developed and, at the noise receiving end, the
DM noise model including both line impedance stabilization
networks (LISNs) and passive filter components is developed.
Second, the models of all the active filter components were de-
veloped. Component level models were first developed similar
to work presented in [3], [22], and [32] and later they were veri-
fied through experiments. Third, combining the component level
models, based on the single FB active filter circuits proposed
in [23] and [33], the active DM EMI filter models in single
FB and single feedforward (FF) configurations are developed
including the models of a noise source, a passive filter, and a
load. Fourth, to improve the single active filter’s gain, close loop
models for FF–FB, FB–FF, parallel feedback (PFB), and series
feedback (SFB) active filter configurations are developed. To
achieve the best performance, the insertion gains and loop gains
of these control configurations are developed and compared,
and their stability has been analyzed. Compensation techniques
were developed to ensure stability. It has been found that the
insertion gain improvement of FF–FB and FB–FF topologies
over single FB configuration mostly depend on the FF active
filter’s gain and the performance is not as good as expected due
to the inaccuracy of the component values. On the other hand,
the SFB configuration can give a much better insertion gain
than all other configurations. Its compensation technique is also
simple and similar to that of a single FB active filter. The loop
gains and insertion gains of the SFB configuration have been
measured to verify the modeling and compensation techniques.
Finally, to validate the developed modeling and stability analy-
sis techniques, experiments were conducted, first, with a signal
generator and then with a commercial ac–dc boost power factor
correction (PFC) converter as a noise source.

The specific contributions of this paper to the DM active
EMI filters of ac–dc converters are listed as follows. The mod-
els of FF, FF–FB, FB–FF, PFB, and SFB active filters are in-

vestigated and accurately developed for the first time in the
available literature. Also, for the first time in the available liter-
ature, the insertion gain and loop gain equations for FF, FF–FB,
FB–FF, PFB, and SFB active filter control configurations are
developed, their stability is analyzed, and compensation tech-
niques are proposed to ensure stability. After comparing these
developed models, a solution to overcome the challenges and
constraints of single FB DM active EMI filter is proposed by
successfully designing and implementing the SFB active fil-
ter, which has much superior insertion gain compared to other
configurations. It has been proven through experiments that the
models developed in this paper can correctly predict active fil-
ter’s performance and stability. The compensation techniques
developed based on these models can ensure stability. It has
also been verified through spectral domain measurements that
the developed SFB configuration gives significantly better per-
formance than the single FB active filter, which is an important
improvement for the DM active EMI filter design for ac–dc
converters.

II. FF AND FB ACTIVE FILTERS TO REDUCE THE DM
NOISE OF AC–DC CONVERTERS

A. DM Noise Source and Load Modeling

In Fig. 1(a), a boost (PFC) ac–dc converter, connected to an
ac source VAC via LISNs, is shown along with passive EMI
filter components. L B is the boost inductor. CDM, LCM, LDM,
and CR are passive filter components. CDM and CR are DM
filter capacitors, LDM is a DM filter inductor, and LCM is a
CM inductor, which has a leakage inductance of LDM CM. The
ac source has impedance ZAC(s). The equivalent impedance
looking into the converter on the right of the passive filter
capacitor CR is ZC (s) and the impedance looking into the
grid side including CR is ZGR(s). In [27] and [29], it has
been shown that the DM noise model of a single-phase boost
PFC ac–dc converter can be represented by a Thevenin equiv-
alent noise voltage source with a source impedance equivalent
to boost inductor’s impedance. This is because, while mod-
eling the equivalent DM noise impedances, the diode bridge
can be considered as short circuit because of the PFC opera-
tion and the semiconductor switch Q B can be considered as
a voltage source based on substitution theory [29]. Based on
this, ZC (s) = ZLDM(s) + ZLDMCM(s) + ZCDM(s)||ZLB(s) and
ZGR(s) = ZCR(s)||ZLISN(s), where ZLDM(s) is the impedance of
DM inductor LDM, ZLDMCM(s) is the impedance of the leakage
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inductance LDM CM, ZCDM(s) is the impedance of capacitor CDM,
ZLB(s) is the impedance of the boost inductor L B , ZCR(s) is the
impedance of capacitor CR , and ZLISN(s) is the DM impedance
of the two LISNs. In the concerned EMI frequency range, ZC (s)
is mostly determined by the DM inductor and CM inductor’s
leakage inductance impedance ZLDM(s) + ZLDMCM(s) and hence,
ZC (s) � ZGR(s), as ZGR(s) is mostly determined by the capaci-
tor CR

′s impedance ZCR(s). The active filter will later be inserted
between ZGR(s) and ZC (s) as the impedance mismatch require-
ment [1] for the active filter requires big source impedance and
small load impedance at this node.

Based on the Thevenin theorem, the DM noise model can
be represented with a Thevenin equivalent noise voltage source
VS(s) in series with an equivalent impedance ZC (s), as shown
in Fig. 1(b). In Fig. 1(c), the model is shown with a noise
impedance ZC (s) in parallel with a noise current source IS(s)
based on the Norton theorem. The load impedance is represented
by ZGR(s) in both cases. In Fig. 1(b) and (c), the noise current
flowing through the load is IR(s). In Fig. 1(c), the open-loop
gain GOL(s) of the passive filter is defined as the current gain
from the DM noise current source IS(s) to IR(s)

GOL(s) = IR(s)

IS(s)
= ZC (s)

ZC (s) + ZGR(s)
. (1)

B. FF and FB Active Filters

An active EMI filter has three basic function blocks: noise
sensing, amplification, and noise injection. Depending on noise
sensing and injection techniques, an active filter can be of four
different configurations [6]: voltage sensing–voltage injection,
voltage sensing–current injection, current sensing–current in-
jection (CS–CI), and current sensing–voltage injection.

A voltage injection active filter needs one voltage transformer
in series with converter’s ac power delivery path. The voltage
transformer generally has big size because its windings carry full
power currents and it must have enough magnetizing inductance
to limit the extra power loss introduced by magnetizing currents
to the active filter. This reduces the advantage of using active
EMI filters. Hence, current injection is chosen for both the FB
and FF active filters.

For noise sensing, current sensing is preferred over voltage
sensing, as it is convenient to separate DM noise currents from
CM currents using a current transformer (CT), which can also
provide a high gain through its load resistor, unlike the voltage
sensing using a voltage divider where the gain is less than one.
With the increased noise sensing gain, the gain requirement to
the active filter’s amplifier is alleviated so it can have higher
bandwidth as its product of gain bandwidth is constant. Hence,
CS–CI active filter configuration is selected in this paper.

A CS–CI active filter can be implemented either in FF or in
FB control configuration. Fig. 2(a) shows an active filter with
FF control configuration and Fig. 2(b) shows an active filter
with FB control configuration. ZoutFF and ZoutFB are the output
impedance of the active filters. ZinjFF and ZinjFB are the injection
network impedance of the active filters. ICancelFF and ICancelFB are
the injected noise cancelation currents due to the output voltage
added to the equivalent load impedances of the active filters.

Fig. 2. CS–CI active filter in (a) FF and (b) FB configuration with the
Norton equivalent DM noise model of an ac–dc converter.

Fig. 3. CS–CI active filter circuit with three function blocks.

AVFF and AVFB are the current to voltage gains of the active
filters from the sensed current to the output voltage of the active
filters.

In Fig. 2, the CS–CI active DM EMI filter is added between
LDM and CR in Fig. 1(a). Because the DM active EMI filter only
injects cancelation current in the EMI frequency range, which is
much higher than the converter’s control loop bandwidth, it does
not influence converter’s stability. Furthermore, the passive DM
filter between the active filter and the converter can decouple
the active filter from the ac–dc converter.

The active filter circuit [33] in Fig. 3 is used for the investi-
gation of CS–CI filter in Fig. 2(a) and (b), along with the three
function blocks described above. The CS–CI FB active filter
in Fig. 3 consists of current sensing, amplifier, and current in-
jection blocks. The active filter for ac–dc converters must have
an HPF to reject the low frequency line currents, but this intro-
duces stability issues due to its phase shift. In the current sensing
block, CT can be modeled as a current source IR/n in parallel
with CT’s secondary inductance LCT (neglecting parasitic com-
ponents) [3]. CT’s load resistance is RCT and turns ratio is n.
CHP, LCT, and RCT constitute an HPF to reject line frequency
currents with high attenuation. The corner frequency of the HPF
can be controlled via CHP, and an appropriate corner frequency
of HPF can help achieve enough phase margin of the loop gain
at low frequency crossover to achieve stability [32].

A noninverting operational amplifier (OPAM) voltage ampli-
fier configuration [23], [33] is used in the amplifier block. The
FB impedances ZG and Z F are used to achieve the necessary
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gain and phase margin for active filter’s loop gain. A class AB
amplifier is added at the output of the OPAM to increase the
noise cancelation current injection capacity [33]. The emitter
resistors RE1 and RE2 are used to solve the thermal runaway
issue. RB1 and RB2 are the base resistors used for biasing the
class AB amplifier. D1 and D2 are biasing diodes.

To inject the DM cancelation current, injection capacitor Cinj

and a small resistor Rinj are added to the output of the voltage
amplifier, as shown in Fig. 3. The impedances of Cinj and Rinj

are ZinjFF and ZinjFB in Fig. 2. The injection capacitor is needed
to isolate the active filter from high voltage and the resistor is
needed to ensure stable impedance at the pass band. The open-
loop transfer function AVFB for the FB active filter or AVFF for
the FF active filter from the sensed primary current IR in CT to
the output voltage Vout can be modeled as [32]

AVFB or AVFF = Vout

IR
= Vin

IR
× Vout

Vin
=

2 ×
(

s
ωHP

)2
RCT
n

1 + s
ωHP Q +

(
s

ωHP

)2

×
GOPC
Z ′

o

1
Z ′

o
+ 1

RG+RF
+ RG

RG+RF
× GOPC

Z ′
o

(2)

where Vin/IR and Vout/Vin are CT and amplifier blocks’ trans-
fer functions, respectively. Also, ωHP = 1/(LCTCHP)1/2 and
Q = (LCT/CHP)1/2/RCT [23]. The model of the CT, given by the
transfer function Vin/IR , and the model for the OPAM, given by
the transfer function Vout/Vin, are directly given here. They are
derived similar to the method used in [3], [22], and [32] and are
not shown here in detail due to brevity.

The voltage gain GOPC of the amplifier block is

GOPC = V ′
OP

Vin
= K P × Go(

1 + s
ωOP1

) (
1 + s

ωOP2

) (
1 + s

ω′
PBC

) . (3)

GOPC is derived similar to that in [3] and the derivation of
this model is not shown here for brevity. In (3), the poles ωOP1

and ωOP2 are OPAM’s open-loop poles, which can be derived
from its datasheet. The pole ωPBC’ is generated by the class AB
amplifier transistor’s base to collector junction capacitance CBC

and equivalent resistance RB at the base. ωPBC’ is a very high
frequency (HF) pole and can be neglected for the concerned
frequency range from 10 kHz to 30 MHz. Go is OPAM’s open-
loop dc gain and K p is the voltage gain of the class AB amplifier.
Because the class AB amplifier works in a voltage follower
configuration, K p ≈ 1. Z ′

O is the open-loop output impedance
of the amplifier block and Z ′

O = RE + (RO + RBE)/(β + 1),
where Ro is the open-loop output resistance of the OPAM. RE =
RE1 = RE2 is the emitter resistance, RBE is the base to emitter
small signal resistance of the transistor, and β is the current gain
of the transistor.

C. Closed-Loop Model of FF and FB Active Filters

A signal flow diagram for the FF active filter of Fig. 2(a) is
shown in Fig. 4(a) based on circuit equations and signal flow
theory. The signal flow diagram in Fig. 4(a) can be further
reduced to Fig. 4(b) based on signal flow theory. The reduced

Fig. 4. Signal flow diagram for the FF active filter in Fig. 2(a). (a)
Original signal flow graph and (b) reduced signal flow graph.

signal flow graph in Fig. 4(b) has an equivalent FF loop and an
equivalent FB loop. In FF loop, AVFF/(ZoutFF+ZinjFF) should be
close to one for the maximum cancelation of the noise current
IS(s). The FF loop is always stable if AVFF itself is stable, and
hence the overall stability depends on the FB loop. The loop gain
of the FB loop of the closed-loop FF active filter is therefore

TFF = −AVFF(s)

ZoutFF + Z injFF + ZC ||ZGR
× 1

1 + ZC
ZGR

. (4)

In (4), because both (ZoutFF+ZinFF) and ZC are much larger
than ZGR, AVFF/(ZoutFF + Z injFF + ZC ||ZGR) is close to but less
than one and 1/ (1 + ZC/ZGR) is very small. The magnitude of
TFF is much smaller than unity and never goes over unity so it is
always stable. Based on Fig. 4, the closed-loop transfer function
GFF for the FF active filter is derived as

GFF(s) = IRA(s)

IS(s)
= GOL(s)

1 + GOL(s) × AVFF(s)+ZGR
ZoutFF+Z injFF−AVFF(s)

. (5)

The insertion gain is defined as the ratio of the noise current
flowing through ZGR with active filters to that without active
filters. The lower the insertion gain, the better the active filter
performance. The insertion gain for FF configuration is

GIFF(s) = IRA(s)

IR(s)
= 1

1 + GOL(s) × AVFF(s)+ZGR
ZoutFF+Z injFF−AVFF(s)

. (6)

For the FB active filter in Fig. 2(b), only the reduced sig-
nal flow graph is shown in Fig. 5 for brevity. Here, both
ZoutFB+ZinjFB and ZC are much larger than ZGR.

The loop gain for the FB configuration is

TFB = GOL

1 + GOL
ZGR

ZoutFB+Z injFB

× AVFB

ZoutFB + Z injFB
. (7)

The stability of the FB system, based on this loop gain, will
be discussed in a later section. Based on Fig. 5, the closed-loop
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Fig. 5. Reduced signal flow diagram for the FB active filter in Fig. 2(b).

transfer function GFB for the FB active filter is derived
as

GFB(s) = IRA(s)

IS(s)
= GOL(s)

1 + GOL(s) × AVFB(s)+ZGR
ZoutFB+Z injFB

. (8)

The insertion gain for the FB configuration is

GIFB(s) = IRA(s)

IR(s)
= 1

1 + GOL(s) × AVFB(s)+ZGR
ZoutFB+Z injFB

. (9)

In (9), (AVFB+ZGR)/(ZoutFB+ZinjFB) should be as high as pos-
sible for the maximum EMI reduction.

III. INVESTIGATION OF ACTIVE FILTER MODELS FOR FF–FB
AND FB–FF CONFIGURATIONS

To improve the insertion gain of the single active filters, the
FF–FB and FB–FF active filters are investigated in this section.
For the FF–FB configuration shown in Fig. 6(a), FF active filter
senses the noise current before injection point and FB active
filter senses the noise current after the injection point. FF and
FB active filters share the same injection point einj1. For the
FB–FF configuration in Fig. 6(b), the two active filters have the
same sensed noise current IRB(s) but different injection points.
The sensed IRB(s) is amplified and injected at einj1 by the FB
active filter and amplified and injected at einj2 by the FF active
filter.

A. Closed-Loop Model of FF–FB and FB–FF
Configurations

For FF–FB configuration in Fig. 6(a), based on circuit theory,
the closed-loop transfer function GFF−FB from current IS to IRA

is (10) shown at the bottom of this page.
Similarly, for the FB–FF configuration in Fig. 6(b), based on

circuit theory, the closed-loop transfer function GFB−FF from
current IS to IRA can be derived as (11) shown at the bottom of
this page.

Fig. 6. Active filters in (a) FF–FB and (b) FB–FF configurations along
with the Norton equivalent noise model for an ac–dc converter.

The superposition theory is used to derive the loop gains of
FF and FB active filters individually. To derive the loop gain
TFF/FF−FB of the FF active filter in the FF–FB configuration,
based on the superposition theory, let AVFB = 0 and IS(s) = 0.
The closed-loop output impedance of FB active filter is ZoutFB =
Z ′

O/(1 + RG GOPC/(RG + RF )) [3], which is much smaller than
ZinjFB because of high open-loop gain GOPC of the amplifier
and hence is ignored in this derivation. As a result, the load
impedance of the FF active filter is ZGR||Z injFB and the source
impedance is still ZC . So, the loop gain is similar to (4) with ZGR

replaced by ZGR||ZinjFB. As discussed before in (4), with this con-
dition, the FF active filter in the FF–FB configuration is always
stable.

Next, the loop gain TFB/FF−FB of the FB active filter in
the FF–FB configuration and the loop gain TFF/FB−FF of the
FF filter and the loop gain TFB/FB−FF of the FB filter in the
FB–FF configuration are derived based on the superposition
theory. These loop gain equations are listed in Table I. The
insertion gain of the whole FF–FB configuration GIFF−FB and
the insertion gain of the whole FB–FF configuration GIFB−FF

are derived next and listed in Table II .

B. Insertion Gain Improvements

In (9), to minimize the insertion gain, the FB active filter’s
gain AVFB should be designed large enough so that AVFB>>ZGR

and AVFB/(ZoutFB+ZinjFB)>>1. In (6), for the FF active filter
design, to minimize the insertion gain, AVFF/(ZoutFF+ZinjFF) � 1.
Moreover, with ZC � ZGR, GOL(s)�1. In the derived insertion

GFF−FB(s) = GOL(s)

1 + GOL(s) × ZoutFF+Z injFF

ZoutFF+Z injFF−AVFF
×

(
AVFB(s)+Zr

ZoutFB+Z injFB
+ AVFF(s)+Zr

ZoutFF+Z injFF

) . (10)

GFB−FF(s) = GOL(s)

1 + GOL(s)
(

ZoutFF+Z injFF+ZGR

ZoutFF+Z injFF−AVFF(s)

(
AVFF(s)

ZoutFF+Z injFF
+ AVFB(s)

ZoutFB+Z injFB

)
+ ZGR

ZoutFF+Z injFF
+ ZGR

ZoutFB+Z injFB

) . (11)
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TABLE I
LOOP GAIN EXPRESSIONS FOR DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS

TABLE II
INSERTION GAIN EXPRESSIONS FOR DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS

gains GIFF−FB and GIFB−FF in Table II, when ZoutFF+ZinjFF-AVFF

� 0, the insertion gain is the minimum.
Because AVFB(s)/(ZoutFB+ZinjFB)>>AVFF(s)/(ZoutFF+ZinjFF)

and AVFB>>ZGR, the insertion gains GIFF−FB and GIFB−FF in
Table II are almost the same and the improvement over sin-
gle FB filter in (9) mostly depends on the multiplication term
1/(ZoutFF+ZinjFF-AVFF), which comes from the FF active filter.
Hence, the insertion gain improvement of FF–FB and FB–FF
configurations mostly depends on the FF active filter but due to
the tolerance of the component values, significant improvement
in performance is difficult. Because with the FB configuration

Fig. 7. Active filters in multiple FB configurations. (a) SFB and (b) PFB.

the performance does not depend on the accuracy of component
values, multiple FB configurations will be investigated in the
next section.

IV. INVESTIGATION OF MULTIPLE FB CONFIGURATIONS:
SFB AND PFB

SFB and PFB configurations will be investigated here to im-
prove the FB active filter’s performance.

A. Closed-Loop Models of SFB and PFB Configurations

SFB and PFB configurations are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b),
respectively. AVFB1, ICancel1, Vout1, Zout1, and Zinj1 are the param-
eters of the first FB active filter FB1 and AVFB2, ICancel2, Vout2,
Zout2, and Zinj2 are the parameters of the second FB active filter
FB2. For the SFB configuration in Fig. 7(a), the two active filters
have different injection points: einj1 for FB1 and einj2 for FB2.
The noise currents sensed by the FB1 and FB2 are IRB(s) and
IRA(s), respectively. For PFB, FB1 and FB2 active filters share
the same injection point einj1, as shown in Fig. 7(b), and both
filters sense the same noise current IRA(s). Based on Fig. 7(a),
the closed-loop transfer function for the SFB configuration can
be derived as (12) shown at the bottom of this page.

Similarly, based on Fig. 7(b), the closed-loop transfer function
for PFB configuration can be derived as

GPFB(s) = GOL(s)

1 + GOL(s)
(

AVFB1(s)+ZGR
Zout1+Z inj1

+ AVFB2(s)+ZGR
Zout2+Z inj2

) . (13)

Next, the loop gain TFB1/SFB of FB1 in SFB configuration,
the loop gain TFB2/SFB of FB2 in SFB configuration, the loop
gain TFB1/PFB of FB1 in PFB configuration, and the loop gain
TFB2/PFB of FB2 in PFB configuration are derived based on
the superposition theory similarly to the method used in the

GSFB(s) = GOL(s)

1 + GOL(s)
(

AVFB1(s)+ZGR
Zout1+Z inj1

+ AVFB2(s)+ZGR
Zout2+Z inj2

+
(

AVFB1(s)
Zout1+Z inj1

× AVFB2(s)+ZGR
Zout2+Z inj2

)) . (12)
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previous section. These loop gain equations are listed in Table
I. The insertion gains of the SFB and PFB configurations, GISFB

and GIPFB, respectively, are also derived and listed in Table II.

B. Insertion Gain Improvements

Comparing the insertion gains GISFB and GIPFB in Table II,
it is found that in the denominator of GISFB there is a multipli-
cation term, ( AVFB1(s)

Zout1+Z inj1
× AVFB2(s)+ZGR

Zout2+Z inj2
), which is not present in

GIPFB. For the SFB active filter, because the insertion gain GISFB

is mainly determined by the product of AVFB1 and AVFB2 in the
denominator, GISFB is much smaller than GIFB. In the denomi-
nator of GIPFB, the gains of the two active filters are only added;
hence, even though GIPFB is lower than GIFB, GISFB gives much
better attenuation than GIPFB, as it best utilizes the gains of both
the active filters through multiplication.

V. COMPARISON OF INSERTION GAINS AND LOOP GAINS OF

THE CONFIGURATIONS AND STABILITY ANALYSIS

The loop gains and stability of the active filter configurations
derived in previous sections will be explored and compared in
this section.

The parameters of the used passive filter and boost converter
component are: ZLDM is LDM = 71 μH, with RLDM = 5.42 k�

and CLDM = 6.1 pF in parallel. The DM impedance ZLDMCM of
the CM inductor is LDMCM = 23.6 μH with RLDMCM = 3 k�

and CLDMCM = 0.28 nF in parallel. The impedance of the boost
inductor Z B is L B = 327 μH, with RLB = 2.97 k� and CLB =
9.44 nF in parallel. The two passive capacitors are CDM = 0.47
μF and CR = 0.47 μF. Damping resistors RCDM = 5 � and
RCR = 1 � are used in series with CDM and CR , respectively, to
eliminate the low frequency resonance caused by DM capacitors
and inductors.

For both the FF and FB active filter circuits, the OPAM used is
AD829, a conventional voltage FB amplifier, which has a wide
unity gain bandwidth of 120 MHz and high rail to rail voltage
(±15 V), which is good for high output voltage swing. The two
transistors T1 and T2 in the class AB amplifier in Fig. 3 are a
matched n-p-n–p-n-p complementary transistor pair ZDT6753.
For the CT design, the magnetic core used is ZJ42106TC from
Magnetics company. The key circuit parameters for FF and FB
active filters in Fig. 3 are given as follows.

FF Active Filter:
CT: n = 10, LCT = 2 mH, RCT = 10 �, CHP = 10 μF
OPAM: RG = 100 �, RF = 820 �, Cinj = 0.47 μF, Rinj = 20

�, Ro = 20 �, Go = 7000, ωOP1 = 2π × 104r/s,
ωOP2 = 2π × 30 × 106 rad/s

Class AB: β0 = 150, CBE = 300 pF, CBC = 30 pF, rBE = 543 �,
RE1 = RE2 = 5 �, RB1 = RB2 = 4.7 k�

FB Active Filter:
CT: n = 10, LCT = 2 mH, RCT = 30 �, CHP = 10 μF
OPAM: RG = 100 �, RF = 985 �, Cinj = 0.47 μF, Rinj =

5 �, Ro = 20 �, Go = 7000, ωOP1 = 2π × 104 r/s,
ωOP2 = 2π × 30 × 106 rad/s

Class AB: Same as FF

Fig. 8. Comparison of insertion gains for FF, FB, FF–FB, FB–FF, SFB,
and PFB configurations.

Fig. 9. Loop gain comparison: TFB, TFB/FF−FB, TFB/FB−FF, TFB1/SFB, and
TFB2/SFB.

For the FB active filter, RG and RF are designed to have
20-dB gain for the OPAM. Based on (2) and (9), RCT and Rinj

can be designed so that the insertion gain from the FB active
filter is close to –20 dB in pass band from 150 kHz. Similarly, for
the FF active filter, based on (2) and (6), RG , RF , RCT, and Rinj

are designed so that the insertion gain from the FF active filter
is close to –20 dB. Other parameters of FF and FB active filter
are the same. The details of how to design the parameters of
CT, OPAM, and class AB amplifier for a single FB active filter
are described in [33]. Based on these parameters, the calculated
insertion gains are shown in Fig. 8. It is shown that the SFB
configuration gives the lowest insertion gain as expected. Both
the FF–FB and FB–FF configurations give the same insertion
gain as explained before.

The calculated loop gains for all FB active filters are shown in
Fig. 9. PFB loop gains TFB1/PFB and TFB2/PFB are not shown as
they are exactly same as TFB1/SFB and TFB2/SFB. The loop gains
for FF active filters are not shown here too as they are much
lower than 0 dB and always stable. The FB loop gains TFB,
TFB/FF−FB, TFB/FB−FF, TFB1/SFB, and TFB2/SFB have very small
phase margins at crossover between 10 and 20 MHz due to the
OPAM’s HF poles. Based on (2) and (7), AVFB is a factor of TFB

and Vout/Vin is a factor of AVFB. At HF, Vout/Vin can be expressed
as follows:

Vout

Vin
≈ ANI

1 + s
QωUC

+
(

s
ωUC

)2 (14)

where ωUC =
√

GoωOP1ωOP2
ANI

, QωUC = GoωOP1
ANI

, and the nonin-

verting amplifier gain ANI = 1 + RF/RG . The double pole
ωUC introduces an abrupt –180° change. Because there are
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Fig. 10. Loop gain measurement for one active filter in an SFB by
breaking one of the FB loops.

parasitic poles that are not included in (7) above 30 MHz from
the amplifier, the phase margin of the loop gain is very small
at the crossover frequency in Fig. 9. If this double pole is split
to two faraway separated single poles, the phase will change
slowly across several decades, and enough phase margin could
be achieved. By paralleling a small capacitor CF with the FB
resistor RF , as shown in Fig. 10, the double pole can be split
to two separate single poles. Vout/Vin can now be approximately
represented as

Vout

Vin
≈

ANI

(
1 + s

ωCZ

)
(

1 + s
ωCP1

) (
1 + s

ωCP2

) (
1 + s

ωCP3

) (15)

where ωCZ = ωPF ANI, ωPF = 1/(RF CF ), ωCP1 = 1/(ANI/

(GoωOP1) + (1/ωPF)), ωCP2 = ωOP2(1 + (GoωOP1)/(ANIωPF)).
The value of the capacitor CF is designed to make ωCP3

very close to ωCZ so they cancel each other. In the next sec-
tion, only SFB active filters will be discussed in detail for
brevity.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Loop Gain Measurement and Stability Analysis

Two separate FB active filter prototypes with the same spec-
ifications in Section V were developed following the circuit of
Fig. 3. These two units were used in an SFB or PFB configura-
tion with a boost PFC ac–dc converter. The boost PFC converter
is UCC28180EVM-573 from Texas Instruments with ac input
range 85–265 VAC. Its maximum output power is 360 W, and
rated output voltage is 390 V. It has fixed 120 kHz switch-
ing frequency. The FB loop was broken between the HPF and
OPAM of active filter FB1 [3], [23] in the SFB configuration of
Fig. 7(a). The S-parameters were measured between ports 1 and
2, as shown in Fig. 10. The loop gain was derived from the mea-
sured S-parameters [30] based on source impedance (�RCT) and
load impedance (≈ RG) at breaking point. The similar setup can
be applied to FB2 and the PFB configuration in Fig. 7(b). The
S-parameters were measured using a network analyzer Copper
Mountain Planar 808/1.

Fig. 11. Loop gain comparison TFB1/SFB (uncompensated).

Fig. 12. Loop gain comparison TFB2/SFB (uncompensated).

Fig. 13. Loop gain comparison TFB1/SFB (compensated).

The measured and modeled TFB1/SFB and TFB2/SFB are com-
pared in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. It is shown that TFB1/SFB

has less than +5° phase margin around 23 MHz and TFB2/SFB

has –20° phase margin around 17 MHz.
To increase the phase margin in TFB1/SFB, based on the tech-

nique described in (15), a small capacitor CF = 33 pF is par-
alleled with the FB resistor RF of FB1 circuit. Similarly, a
capacitor CF = 100 pF is paralleled with the FB resistor RF of
FB2 circuit in TFB2/SFB. After the compensation, the measured
and modeled loop gains for TFB1/SFB and TFB2/SFB are shown in
Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. In Fig. 13, TFB1/SFB has a phase
margin of around 35° and in Fig. 14, TFB2/SFB has a phase margin
of around 40°.

B. Insertion Gain Measurement and Comparison

The insertion gain was also derived from the measured S-
parameters [3], [28], [30] in another measurement setup. Dif-
ferent from Fig. 10, the FB loop was not broken but ZGR and
ZC are replaced with the two ports of the network analyzer. The
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Fig. 14. Loop gain comparison TFB2/SFB (compensated).

Fig. 15. Comparison of the modeled and measured SFB insertion
gains.

Fig. 16. Measurement setup with a square wave voltage source from
an RF amplifier as the noise source.

measured and modeled insertion gains are compared in Fig. 15
for SFB active filter and they match well.

C. Spectrum Measurements

In the first experiment, the noise is a square wave voltage
source in series with a 50 � impedance from an RF amplifier.
The measurement setup for the SFB configuration with a spec-
trum analyzer is shown in Fig. 16. In Fig. 16, a DM inductor
LDME = 200 μH, whose impedance is much higher than 50 �

in the concerned frequency range, is used to emulate the noise
source impedance ZC in Fig. 1(b). A passive filter capacitor
CR of 0.47 μF in series with a damping resistance RCR = 1 �

is in parallel with the LISNs to meet the impedance mismatch
requirement [1]. The spectrum analyzer measures the noise cur-
rent IRA by measuring the voltage across a small resistance
RM = 1 �. RLISN and LLISN are the simplified model of LISNs.

The noise current spectra without active filter, with single FB
active filter and with SFB active filter, are compared in Fig. 17.
The fundamental frequency of the square wave was 100 kHz.

Fig. 17. Comparison of the measured DM noise: without active filters,
with single FB active filter, and with the SFB active filter.

Fig. 18. Experimental setup with a boost PFC ac–dc converter.

Fig. 19. Photograph of the experimental setup with the boost PFC
ac–dc converter and the SFB active filter.

It is shown that, compared with the passive filter without the
active filter, the single FB active filter with the passive filter can
reduce EMI by up to 20 dB, and the SFB active filter with the
passive filter achieved up to more than 40-dB attenuation with
stable operation from 100 kHz to beyond 20 MHz.

In the second experiment, the SFB active filter was tested
with a commercial boost PFC ac–dc converter. The experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 18. The photograph of the experimental
setup with SFB active EMI filter along with the boost PFC
converter is shown in Fig. 19. The converter has a switching
frequency of 120 kHz with 170 W output power. DM spectrum
measurement results without and with the SFB active filter are
shown in Fig. 20. The SFB active filter achieved around 45-dB
attenuation at low frequencies with stable operation.
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Fig. 20. Comparison of the measured DM noise: without active filters
and with the SFB active filter.

Fig. 21. Comparison of the measured CM noise: without any active
filters and with the SFB active filter.

The DM active filter does not change the CM noise current
in the system. The CM noise current is the displacement current
flowing through the parasitic capacitance between the high dv/dt
nodes in the converter and the ground due to high dv/dt. The
DM active filter injects cancelation current between two power
lines. It does not inject any current to the ground and it does
not change dv/dt of the converter, so the active filter does not
change the CM noise. In a similar experimental setup to that
in Fig. 18 with a CM noise separator [31], measured CM noise
without and with the active filter is shown in Fig. 21, which also
proves the analysis.

As discussed previously, the active filter can reduce the EMI
in low frequency range and a small passive filter can achieve the
remaining attenuation requirement in HF range, so the passive
filter size could be reduced. The modeling techniques, control
strategies, and theoretical analysis developed in this paper are
very useful in practical active DM EMI filter design for ac–dc
or dc/ac converters. An active filter can be designed following
the guideline below. At first, the bare DM EMI noise spectrum
is measured without any EMI filters. Second, the attenuation
requirement for the EMI filter is determined based on the mea-
sured bare noise and EMI standards. Third, the attenuation re-
quirement is divided upon the active filter and the small passive
filter based on desired attenuation profile. Both the passive filter
and the active filter will be designed based on the attenuation
requirements. The filter model including the passive filter, ac-

tive filter, and ac–dc power converter will be developed. Based
on the developed model, the FB loop of the active filter will be
designed to have the desired attenuation and stability. Finally, a
prototype will be built, and EMI measurement will be conducted
to validate the design. A practically designed DM active EMI
filter can greatly reduce the size of the passive filter [33] and
hence the developed SFB active filter topology, with its much
higher attenuation compared to the single FB active filter, should
be able to further reduce the overall size of the EMI filter.

VII. CONCLUSION

The DM EMI active filter design for ac–dc converters was a
challenging task due to the presence of line frequency voltage
or current components in the sensed noise, which needs to be re-
jected from the injected current/voltage. Due to the requirement
of low gain at line frequency and high gain at EMI frequencies
and associated stability constraints, the performance of the sin-
gle active filters as found in the available literature was not good.
In this paper, for DM EMI noise of an ac–dc converter, single
FB and single FF active filter models, which included a noise
source, a passive filter, and a load, were first developed. Sec-
ond, to improve the performance of the single active filters, the
models, insertion gain, and loop gain equations of FF–FB, FB–
FF, PFB, and SFB active filters were developed, analyzed, and
compared for the first time in the available literature. Compensa-
tion techniques were developed to ensure stability. Based on the
analysis and comparison of the models of these active filter con-
figurations, this paper developed a solution to overcome the low
insertion gain issue of single FB active DM EMI filter based on
the developed SFB active filter model. The models developed in
this paper were validated through experiments and it is shown
that they can correctly predict active filter’s performance and
stability. The performance improvement of the developed SFB
configuration was verified in EMI measurement, which shows
that an SFB active filter has significantly better performance
than a single FB active filter.
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